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Live protected. Live better.
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sincropliss
synchronised controlled opening 
and compact footprint

colomba l
controlled lateral opening
and compact footprint

colomba v
controlled vertical opening
and compact footprint

colomba sole luna
combined darkening and flyscreen 
use and compact footprint

picoplis
lateral with retractable guide 
and compact footprint

plissè
lateral with retractable guide  
for large dimensions

the company

why choosing Effezeta System?

our idea of a flyscreen

top products.
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aries
vertical with spring and brush 

aries self block
vertical with spring, brush 
and expansion fastening

laries
lateral with spring and brush

aries / laries soft
vertical/lateral with spring 
and controlled opening

caries
vertical with spring-chain and brush 

ara 
vertical with spring and windproof buttons

tara press up
vertical with spring, windproof buttons 
and pressure opening

idra 
lateral with spring and windproof buttons

leo 
vertical with chain and windproof buttons

Piuma® v
vertical with telescopic spring 
and anti-gust windproof system

Mega®
lateral with windproof system 
and retractable mobile guide

scenipro
lateral with retractable mobile guide 

picoscenica
lateral with retractable mobile guide 
and compact footprint

Oltre® V
vertical with windproof zip 
for large dimensions

Oltre® L
lateral and corner with windproof zip 
for large dimensions
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as smart home and home automation

motorised flyscreens

taking measurements

glossary of accessories and options

showcase tools

nets and sheets

aluminium colour palette

fastening profiles and tubulars
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recessed kit
recessed kits and solutions

apus
vertical and lateral spring-loaded 
flyscreen with brush and built in kit 

lince
vertical and lateral spring-loaded 
flyscreen with windproof buttons and 
built in kit

auriga
vertical and lateral spring-loaded 
flyscreen with recessed brush 

moon
vertical spring-loaded flyscreen with 
recessed windproof buttons 

perseo
vertical chain flyscreen 
with recessed windproof buttons

aquila
lateral spring-loaded flyscreen 
with recessed windproof buttons

recessed Mega®
recessed systems for Mega®

recessed scenipro
recessed systems for scenipro

recessed plissè
recessed systems for plissè

recessed Colomba
recessed systems for Colomba

ri
g

id
 p
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e

ls

sagittario
fixed panel

capricorno
hinged door

freccia/freccia slide
flyscreen with up-and-down panels 
and sliding mechanism
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The company 

5

Effezeta System was founded in 1999 as a craft 
business in the small southern Italy village of  
Sant'Angelo d'Alife (Caserta). Today, the company 
is a large industrial business, competitive on 
the market both nationally and internationally. 
The company has evolved over time, always 
operating according to the same belief: feeling 
comfortable where one lives or works is 
fundamental to experience that environment 
at its best. 

This is why our goal is to help enhance any living 
space with signature products that can meet  
the needs of different people and adapt to a wide 
variety of environments. We are constantly 
investing in R&D to produce the best products  
and to keep up with the constant changes that, 
with increasing frequency, affect daily life.

Those that 
today are great 
enterprises, 
yesterday were 
nothing more than 
small ideas brought 
forth with courage 
and tenacity.

Vision

Mission

For over 20 years, Effezeta System has been 
pursuing a single goal: offering modern 
and functional design solutions to improve 
people's lives.

We specialise in protection systems against 
insects, pests, pollen, sun and heat. In particular, 
we manufacture flyscreens, roller blinds, filter 
systems, darkening and technical interior blinds.
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Why choosing Effezeta System?

Custom-made products

More than 50 flyscreen models

More than 25 colours available

Customised solutions 

Repair Service

Smart and motorised products

Free quotes

Products tested one by one 

Customer care 

Short delivery times 

Extensive sales network

Cutting-edge technologies

We use exclusively Italian raw materials. Made 
in Italy, especially appreciated by international 
customers, is a guarantee of quality. 

Ours are sustainable products. Aluminium is 
a 100% and infinitely recyclable raw material. 
In our factories, the machines are electric 
and are operated with energy generated by 
a photovoltaic system. 

Safety, in the sense of protection from insects, 
pollen, sun and heat, is our ability to offer 
a product that increases the level of comfort  
for everyone. 

All our products bear the 
European Conformity Mark 
(EC), which guarantees the 
consumer that the product 
complies with European 
Community regulations 
throughout its manufacturing 

cycle.
Istituto Giordano is a technical 
body at the forefront of 
Product Testing, Certification, 
Research and Design and it 
carries out the certification of 
our products.

LegnoLegno is the national 
consortium of window and 
door manufacturers. Being 
a member means being part 
of a large chain of companies 
in the window and door sector.

We offer a highly qualified, young, dynamic 
and knowledgeable team in every department 
of our company: from production to logistics, 
sales network and customer service. 

Made in Italy

Safety 

Certified quality

Sustainability

Know how 

We have specialised consultants who carry 
out intensive research and experimentation to 
offer increasingly innovative solutions to meet 
tomorrow's challenges. 

6 manufacturing sites in Campania

1 manufacturing site in Lombardy

1 manufacturing site in Lazio

a whole fleet of drivers, dealers and agents 
across the nation

Research and Innovation 

Commercial network 
across the country

For years, the company has strengthened its 
international presence by developing business 
relations, particularly in Europe, Africa and 
America.

Internationality
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Choosing Effezeta System allows you to add to 
your window frame a wide variety of protection 
systems, not only to solve problems caused 
by insects, but also to protect against heat 
and weather agents, and to better manage 
ventilation, light, privacy, security and thermal 
insulation.

Meet all your window frame 
needs with our 

roller shutters 

sunshades

technical interior blinds

and outdoor tents

A flyscreen today is a signature product in its 
own right, combining technology, aesthetics 
and functionality. Choosing to install or replace 
a flyscreen means choosing to improve the level 
of well-being and protection in everyday living 
environments.

Effezeta System offers solutions designed and 
tested to meet market demand and the needs 
of consumers, combining technology and 
experience, constant research and quality of raw 
materials, extensive customisation possibilities, 
both in terms of style and functionality, 
and constant customer care. 

Not just flyscreens

Our idea of a flyscreen

light 

air

design

customisation

wellness

protection

functionality

technology
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There is only one 
“feather” that 

withstands the wind: 
Piuma

Piuma® is one of the most innovative projects 
from our development team: a wrap-around 
flyscreen with an effective and technological 
wind-gust-proof system. 

This ultralight net is as light as a feather, 
but durable and with high visibility. 
It is equipped with a system that allows the 
net to move freely yet to be extremely resilient 
to external stresses. 

The model is full optional, equipped with of 
Press Up opening, Slow System for a secure 
winding and telescopic guides. 
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Protects more
Resists more

Mega-protection, mega-resistance, and mega-
comfort for one of our most popular products: 
a lateral-sliding flyscreen with a retractable 
track guide and windproof system. It is called 
Mega® because of its imposing appearance and 
sturdiness, not only in terms of wind resistance 
but also solidity, structural stability and the 
ability to cover large openings while retaining 
a modern and elegant look. Mega® won the 
Oscar del Serramento Italiano, organised by 
Guida Finestra, as the top ranked product in 
2021. 

Product Winner 2021
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The only one with 
synchronised 

movement

Sincropliss is an exclusive flyscreen, patented by 
Effezeta System, with simultaneous movement 
that allows both doors to be operated with 
a single command. In 2018, it was one of the 
Innovation Prize finalists at the R+T event 
of Stuttgart. 
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Beyond the possible.
Beyond measures.

Oltre® V is a vertical wrap-around protection 
system for large openings with a highly 
resistant windproof zip. Particularly suitable 
for large rooms, pergolas, or verandas, it allows 
choosing the screening system to meet a variety 
of requirements: ultra-strong Fabrinet net, 
darkening or filtering fabric, or clear PVC fabric.
Customisable through the choice of winch or 
motor drive system, it also offers the possibility 
of recessed profiles.
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Beyond the possible.
Beyond measures.

Oltre® L is a high-tech wrap-around flyscreen 
that covers large areas and can also create corner 
openings. Oltre® L can reach up to 4.5 metres 
per door, 9 metres on two doors. It is a unique 
product: guides with top and bottom zips; 
controlled opening to stop the flyscreen in 
any position and a floor profile of just 12.5 mm. 
The handle is integrated into the profile to ensure 
an elegant yet functional design. 
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sincropliss
synchronised controlled opening 
and compact footprint

colomba l
controlled lateral opening
and compact footprint

colomba v
controlled vertical opening
and compact footprint

colomba sole luna
combined darkening and flyscreen 
use and compact footprint

picoplis
lateral with retractable guide 
and compact footprint

plissè
lateral with retractable guide  
for large dimensions
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Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Pleated net 

Coloured pleated net 

Pleated darkening fabric

Pleated filtering fabric

Optional on request

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                       Not in stock

WHEN ORDERING

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

pleated double door flyscreen 
synchronised central opening

Pleated black net 15 mm

Synchronised and controlled central opening

Compact footprint 18 mm

5 mm double-sided adhesive guide on bottom

Suitable for large dimensions

Offset in height
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Compatible recessed profiles

sincropliss revers
Flyscreen opening 
synchronised with central 
net package

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying the base and then height and type 
of measurement provided. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will 
have the same dimensions as those ordered 
(maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsetting: 9 mm in height

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (mm)

Sincropliss
L/min H/min L/max H/max

500 600 6000 3000

Sincropliss 

Revers

L/min H/min L/max H/max

500 600 3000 3000

The flyscreen is supplied
ALREADY SET

30.5 47

85

18 18

35

18

FOOTPRINT (mm)

18*

18

7

35

VARIANTS

*22 mm fixed top guide

D

L

Net package size according to opening (mm)

Opening (L) 500 600 800 1000 1400

Package (P) 80 85 88 90 95

Opening (L) 1500 1600 2000 2500 3000

Package (P) 100 105 105 125 150

DRAINING 
HOLE.

DRAINING 
HOLE.

OPENING OF THE 
TWO DOORS WITH 

ONE COMMAND
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Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Pleated net 

Coloured pleated net 

Pleated darkening fabric

Pleated filtering fabric

Optional on request

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                       Not in stock

WHEN ORDERING

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

colomba L
Pleated flyscreen with opening 
laterally controlled and compact footprint

Pleated black net 15 mm

Compact footprint 18 mm

5 mm double-sided adhesive guide on bottom 

Handle bar stationary in any position

Offset in height 

DRAINING 
HOLE.
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Compatible recessed profiles

VARIANTS

Bayonet coupling with 
compensator profile

Fixed top guide

Fastening type: 
bayonet

with compensator

Fixed top guide

double colomba
Double door

reverse colomba
Central net package

multiverse colomba
Doors in sequence

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)
Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying the base and then height and type 
of measurement provided. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsetting: 9 mm in height 
VARIANTS
*28.3 mmbayonet 
coupling with 
compensator profile

**22 mm with fixed 
top guide

Colomba L
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 3000 3000

Colomba 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 6000 3000

Colomba 

Reverse

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 3000 3000

Colomba 

Multiverse

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 6000 3000

For double door versions, also make sure that 
each door meets the recommended single 
door dimensions; specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. 

30.5 47

85

18 18

35

18

FOOTPRINT (mm)

18**

18

7

35

D

L

Net package size according to opening (mm)

Opening (L) 500 600 800 1000 1400

Package (P) 80 85 88 90 95

Opening (L) 1500 1600 2000 2500 3000

Package (P) 100 105 105 125 150

The flyscreen is supplied
ALREADY SET
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Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Pleated net 

Coloured pleated net 

Pleated darkening fabric

Pleated filtering fabric

Optional on request

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                       Not in stock

WHEN ORDERING

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

Pleated black net 15 mm

Compact footprint 18 mm

Handle bar stationary in any position
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Compatible recessed profiles

Colomba V
Pleated flyscreen with opening 
vertically controlled and compact footprint

VARIANTS

Velcro installation

 Rod for vertical opening
 Available in two sizes: 41.5 cm - 100 cm

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreenwill be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Colomba V
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2500

Reverse with 

Velcro

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2200

Colombra V reverse
with Velcro
Central net package and 
Velcro installation for support.
Supplied as standard 
with darkening drape.

Please specify the desired size; if no information is provided, 
the 41.5 cm version will be supplied.

30.5

47

85

18

18

FOOTPRINT (mm)

18

35

D

L

Net package size according to opening (mm)

Opening (L) 500 600 800 1000 1400

Package (P) 80 85 88 90 95

Opening (L) 1500 1600 2000 2500 3000

Package (P) 100 105 105 125 150

The flyscreen is supplied
ALREADY SET
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Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Pleated net 

Coloured pleated net 

Pleated darkening fabric

Pleated filtering fabric

Optional on request

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                       Not in stock

WHEN ORDERING

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

Pleated net and darkening fabric

Net/fabric fold 15 mm

Compact footprint 18 mm

Handle bar stationary in any position

Offset in height* 

 Rod for vertical opening
 Available in two sizes: 41.5 cm - 100 cm

Specify the desired size, if no information is provided, the 41.5 
cm version will be supplied

The flyscreen is supplied
ALREADY SET
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Compatible recessed profiles

colomba sun moon
Pleated flyscreen with darkening fabric, controlled-
opening, and compact footprint

colomba sun moon L
Lateral opening

DRAINING 
HOLE.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsetting 
9 mm in height only for the version with 
lateral opening*

Colomba 

Sole Luna V

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2200

Colomba 

Sole Luna L

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 2200 2300

30.5 47

85

18 18

35

18

18**

18

7

35

FOOTPRINT (mm)

colomba sun moon V
Vertical opening
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Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Pleated net 

Coloured pleated net 

Pleated darkening fabric

Pleated filtering fabric

Optional on request

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                       Not in stock

WHEN ORDERING

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

picoplis
Lateral-opening pleated flyscreen with retractable 
mobile guide and compact footprint

Pleated black net 15 mm

No bottom rail and locking profile

Handle bar stationary in any position

Retractable guide with fluorescent insert

Out-of-square offset

Double-sided adhesive striker

Floor guide with double-sided adhesive tape

NO  
BARRIER
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Leather handle

VARIANTS

Installation with double-sided adhesive tape 
(optional on request)

IMPORTANT! The height must always exceed 
the width by 10 cm .

For double door versions, also make sure that 
each door meets the recommended single 
door dimensions; specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. 

picoplis double
Double door

Offsets 
-3 mm /+ 12 mm in height and max. 7 mm 
in width.
With max. striker of 15 mm in width.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 
The flyscreen will have the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).
The flyscreen will have 3 mm less on the base 
and height than the opening dimensions.

Picoplis
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1800 3000

Picoplis 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 3600 3000

35 60.2

90

25.825.8

FOOTPRINT (mm)

25.8

54

19
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Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Pleated net 

Coloured pleated net 

Pleated darkening fabric

Pleated filtering fabric

Optional on request

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                       Not in stock

WHEN ORDERING

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

Pleated black net 20 mm

Walk-on floor guide in PVC

Double track chain 

Black handle

Suitable for large dimensions

NO  
BARRIER
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VARIANTS

Pleated follow-on doors 
Pleated flyscreen with two or three follow-on 
doors with controlled lateral opening with 
retractable mobile guide

Compatible recessed profiles

plissè
Pleated flyscreen with controlled lateral  
opening with retractable mobile guide

Horizontal Section

1 
D

O
O

R
2 

D
O

O
R

S
 

TO
 F

O
LL

O
W

2 
D

O
O

R
S

plissè double
Double door

3 
D

O
O

R
S

 
TO

 F
O

LL
O

W

IMPORTANT! The height must always exceed 
the width by 20 cm .

For double door versions, also ensure that 
each door meets the recommended single 
door dimensions; specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. For dimensions that 
can be manufactured with follow-on doors, 
please contact the company.

For widths greater than 1600 mm, it is 
advisable to request a net reinforcement 
at the time of ordering.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying the base and then height and type 
of measurement provided. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied 2 mm less on the base and height 
than the opening dimensions.

Plissè
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 600 2000 3000

47* mm considering 
the footprint of the caps

59* mm taking into 
account the dimensions 
of the plastic handles

Updated version with double 
track chain 

bottom and top A

Plissè 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 600 4000 3000

50 50

95

34 40

20

45*

60

FOOTPRINT (mm)
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aries
vertical with spring and brush 

aries self block
vertical with spring, brush 
and expansion fastening

laries
lateral with spring and brush

aries / laries soft
vertical/lateral with spring and 
controlled opening

caries
vertical with spring-chain and brush 

ara 
vertical with spring and windproof buttons

tara press up
vertical with spring, windproof buttons 
and pressure opening

idra 
lateral with spring and windproof buttons

leo 
vertical with chain and windproof buttons

Piuma® v
vertical with telescopic spring 
and anti-gust windproof system

Mega®
lateral with windproof system 
and retractable mobile guide

scenipro
lateral with retractable mobile guide

picoscenica
lateral with retractable mobile guide
and compact footprint

Oltre® V
vertical with windproof zip 
for large dimensions

Oltre® L
lateral and corner with windproof zip 
for large dimensions

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on request

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

STANDARD FEATURES  42

Box fastening clip 42

Windproof brush 42/32

Positioning template

Adjustable feet 42/32

Grey glass fibre net 

Net fastening with co-extruded system

Bettervue grey fibreglass net

Fastening with iron clips

Positioning template 42/32

Rods and accessories
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STANDARD FEATURES 32

Slow System 42/32

Guides 22 x 22 mm 42/32

aries
Spring-loaded flyscreen with vertical 
winding and brush

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsetting 
In the version with caps max. 9 mm per side 
in width.
With adjustable feet max. 6 mm in height.

For the Aries 32 version, the exclusive use of 
the Bettervue net is recommended. In case 
of special requirements please contact the 
company.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Aries 42
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2500

Aries 32
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 1600

*48 with telescopic caps 
footprint 

 **78 with 32 trim

Windproof brush Windproof brushAdjustable feet Aries Fast
Push-button handle openingPositioning template

Telescopic caps
Aries front fastening

Set-up for front fastening
Aries Press UP

Pressure-assisted opening

FASTENING
NET WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

42*

54

32

45
38

9.4

90**

40

22

VARIANTS

Aries 42 with caps 
Telescopic caps 
for offsetting

Aries 32/42 Fast 
Push-button handle

Aries 42 Press Up 
Handle for pressure-
controlled opening

Aries front fastening
Set-up for front fastening

Adjustable feet 42/32

FOOTPRINT (mm)
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Grey glass fibre net 

Lateral guides with brush

Set-up for installation without holes
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Windproof brush

Slow System

aries self block
Vertical flyscreen with spring 
brush and expansion fastening

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsetting 
Max. 9 mm per side in width.
Max. 9 mm in height.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Aries 

Self Block

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2500

FASTENING NET 
WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

54

38

9.4

90

40

22

Positioning template

*48 
considering 
the footprint of 
telescopic caps 

42*

FOOTPRINT (mm)
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on request

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

STANDARD FEATURES  42
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laries
Spring-loaded flyscreen with 
lateral winding with brush

Windproof brush    Telescopic caps

laries double
Double door

      
Lock with hooks Reinforced handle bar

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Laries 42
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2500

Laries 42 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 3000 2500

Laries 32
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1400 2300

Laries 32 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 2600 2300

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsetting 
In the version with caps max 9 mm in height. 
The spring is only applied to the top head

For the Laries 32 version, the exclusive use 
of the Bettervue net is recommended. If the 
case of special requirements, please contact 
the company.

48* mm considering the 
footprint of the telescopic caps

55* mm considering the 
external double handle

 **78 with 32 trim

     Power lift kit with brush insert

For double door versions, make sure that each 
door complies with the recommended single 
door dimensions. Specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. Unless otherwise 
specified, the flyscreen will be manufactured 
with the box on the left (inside view).

FASTENING NET 
WITH

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

Grey glass fibre net 

Net fastening with co-extruded system

Box fastening clips

Bettervue Grey fibreglass net

Fastening with iron clips

STANDARD FEATURES 32

VARIANTS

Laries 42 with caps 
Telescopic caps for offsetting

Laries 42/32 with hooks 
Lock with hooks

Clipless fastening 42

Windproof brush 42/32

Positioning template

Adjustable feet 42/32

Positioning template 42/32

Rods and accessories

Slow System 42/32

Reinforced handle bar 42/32

Adjustable feet 42/32

Adjustable feet 42/32Power lift kit 42

FOOTPRINT (mm)

90**

42*

54

38

9.4

14

29

22

22

40

22

32

45
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Box fastening clip for vertical system

Windproof brush 

Grey glass fibre net 

Guides with brush

Net fastening with co-extruded system

Handle bar stationary in any position

Fastening clip for lateral box

Positioning template

Rods and accessories
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soft aries

aries/laries soft
Spring-loaded flyscreen with brush 
and controlled opening

Lift kit for vertical system

soft laries

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Aries Soft
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 1600

Laries Soft
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1400 2500

Laries Soft

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 2800 2500

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

For a version with size 32 box, 
contact the company to assess feasibility.

*55 with double external 
handle in the lateral 
version

 **78 with 32 trim

FASTENING
NET WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

48

54

38

9.4*

90**

30.5

30.5

For double door versions, make sure that each 
door complies with the recommended single 
door dimensions. Specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. Unless otherwise 
specified, the flyscreen will be manufactured 
with the box on the left (inside view).

FOOTPRINT (mm)

22

22

40

22

THE HANDLE BAR
STOPS IN ANY POSITION

THE HANDLE BAR
STOPS IN ANY POSITION
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

caries

Grey glass fibre net

Spring - chain system

Lateral guides with brush

Box fastening clips

Windproof brush

Positioning template
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Rods and accessories Dual internal-external control

Spring-chain winding flyscreen 
vertical winding and brush

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Caries
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2600

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).
SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Specify the side of the chain drive (inside view), 
if not specified it will be applied on the right 
hand side (inside view)

IMPORTANT! If the height is greater than  
the width in such a way  that more weight  
is required to enable operation, an external 
black ballast will be applied.

Windproof brush

LOWER 
ATTACHMENT 

SOLUTION
WITH MAGNET

INTERNAL 
BALLAST 

SOLUTION
FASTENING NET 

WITH
CO-EXTRUDED 

SYSTEM

42

54

38

9.4*

90

40

22

FOOTPRINT (mm)
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

VARIANTS

Fara  
Ratchet handle

Tara  
Telescopic guides for mounting in openings 
slightly out-of-square

WINDPROOF BUTTONS
ON NET EDGE

GUIDES WITH
UPPER SLEEVES
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Fastening clip

Slow System

ara
Spring-loaded flyscreen with 
vertical winding and buttons on the net edge

Grey glass fibre net

Welded and riveted net

Windproof buttons at net edge

Guide fastening clipsTelescopic system Box fastening clips

Push-button handle

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

ARA SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will 
be supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

TARA SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be supplied with 3 m less on the guides 
and 6 mm less on the box than the opening 
dimensions.

Unless otherwise specified, the flyscreen will be 
manufactured with 
a 50 mm box.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Ara/Fara/

Tara 50

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1800 2600

Ara/Fara/

Tara 40

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 1400

Maximum dimensions that can be manufactured using 
fabrics filtering/darkening:

Ara 50:  L/max 1500 mm - H/max 1700 mm
Ara 40:  L/max 1500 mm - H/max 1200 mm

FASTENING
NET WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

50

57

40

28

95*

37.7

19

40

50

FOOTPRINT (mm)

*85 considering 
40-size box
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Grey glass fibre net

Welded and riveted net 

Windproof buttons at net edge

Easy opening with pressure system

Telescopic guides

Slow System

WINDPROOF BUTTONS
ON NET EDGE
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Fastening clip

Anti-bug kit

tara press up
Telescopic spring-loaded vertical winding flyscreen with 
buttons on the net edge and easy push-to-open opening

PRESSURE-ASSISTED OPENING

anti-bug kit

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 3 mm less on the height and 
6 mm less on the width than the opening 
dimensions.

Unless otherwise specified, the flyscreen will be 
manufactured with 
a 50 mm box.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Tara Press Up

50

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1800 2600

Tara Press Up

40

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 1400

Maximum dimensions that can be manufactured 
using filtering/darkening fabrics:

Tara Press Up 50:  L/max 1500 mm - H/max 1700 mm
Tara Press Up 40:  L/max 1500 mm - H/max 1200 mm

FASTENING
NET WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

50

57

40

28
36

18

40

50

Telescopic system

FOOTPRINT (mm)

108*

*95 considering 
a 40-size box
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

VARIANTS

Tidra
Telescopic top guide for mounting in openings 
that are slightly out-of-square

Idra with hooks
Attachment with hooks

idra
Spring-loaded flyscreen with 
lateral winding and buttons on the net edge

Grey glass fibre net

Welded and riveted net

Windproof buttons at net edge

WINDPROOF BUTTONS
ON NET EDGE
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Anti-bug kit

Clip

Slow System

Maximum dimensions that can be manufactured using 
fabrics filtering/darkening:

Idra 50:  L/max 900 mm - H/max 2300 mm
Eridano 50: L/max 1800 mm - H/max 2300
Idra 40:  L/max 800 mm - H/max 2300 mm
Eridano 40:  L/max 1600 mm - H/max 2300 mm

eridano 
Double door

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

IDRA SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will 
be supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

TIDRA SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will 
be supplied with 4 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

The low guide is supplied in silver colour 
as standard. For double door versions, 
make sure that each door complies with the 
recommended single door dimensions. Specify 
off-centre opening when ordering, if desired. 
Unless otherwise specified, the flyscreen will 
be manufactured with a 50-size box on the left 
hand side (inside view).

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Idra 50
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2500

Eridano 50
L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 3200 2500

Idra 40
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1500 2500

Eridano 40
L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 3000 2500

*53.7 considering the footprint 
of the caps

**95 with 40-size box

+ 13 mm considering 
the double external handle

TOP GUIDE 
WITH SLEEVE

FASTENING NET 
WITH

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

Telescopic system

anti-bug kit

FOOTPRINT (mm)

50*

108**

29

18.5

39

14

40

50

29

14
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

VARIANTS

Leo T  
Telescopic guides for mounting in openings 
slightly out-of-square

Dual external control

WINDPROOF BUTTONS
ON NET EDGE
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Fastening clips

leo
vertical winding chain flyscreen 
with buttons on the net edge

Grey glass fibre net

Welded and riveted net

Windproof buttons at net edge

Box fastening clips

Guide fastening clips

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Specify the side of the chain drive (inside view), 
if not specified it will be applied on the right 
hand side.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Leo
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2600

Maximum sizes that can be manufactured using 
darkening fabrics:

Leo:  L/max 1500 mm - H/max 2200 mm

Maximum sizes that can be manufactured 
with filtering fabrics:

Leo:  L/max 1500 mm - H/max 1800 mm

GUIDES WITH
UPPER SLEEVES

FASTENING NET 
WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

Telescopic system

FOOTPRINT (mm)

50

57

44

12

95

37.7

19



555454

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Telescopic spring-loaded flyscreen  
with vertical winding and windproof system

Bettervue high visibility black net

Windproof system anti-gust

Telescopic guides

Slow System

Easy opening with pressure system

Special nets and fabrics on request

Bettervue net 

Box fastening clips

Piuma® V
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1500 1400

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)
Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 3 mm less on the height and 
6 mm less on the width than the opening 
dimensions.

50

57

40

28

90

37.7

19

Telescopic system Box fastening clips

Anti-gust  
windproof system

Telescopic lateral guides 
and high-visibility net 
combined in an anti-gust 
system designed and 
tested to withstand wind. 
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anti-bug kit



575656

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Grey glass fibre net 

Wind brush in the tracks

Walk-on floor guide in PVC

Profiles with magnetic attachment

Handle bar stationary in any position 

No Out net windproof system

NO  
BARRIER
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Compatible recessed profiles

Windproof system net 
No Out

Brushed
tracks

Controlled lateral winding windproof flyscreen with 
retractable mobile guide

Leather handle

Installation with double-sided adhesive tape

Misaligned net

Mega® Double
Double door

IMPORTANT! The height must exceed the 
width by at least 10 cm.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will have the same dimensions as those 
ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

White accessories
supplied as standard on aluminium colours 
White 9010.

Mega®
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 2000 3000

Mega® Double
L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 4000 3000

For double door versions, also make sure that 
each door meets the recommended single 
door dimensions; specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. 

53 mm considering 
the upper caps

FASTENING NET 
WITH

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

FOOTPRINT (mm)

50

5039

62.5 71 20

H 2.8

60



595858

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

scenipro

Double-sided adhesive striker

Floor guide with double-sided adhesive tape

Fibreglass net

No bottom rail and locking profile

Box with 45° brush 

Handle bar stationary in any position

Guides with windproof system

Retractable guide with fluorescent insert 

Out-of-square offset

NO  
BARRIER
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Leather handle
VARIANTS

Installation with double-sided adhesive tape 

Front installation (the kit supplied also allows 
front installation)

Compatible recessed profiles

Controlled lateral winding flyscreen 
with retractable mobile guide

IMPORTANT! The height must always exceed 
by 8 cm the width.

Scenipro Double
Double door

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 3 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsets 
-3 mm /+ 12 mm in height and max. 7 mm
in width.
With max. striker 15 mm in width.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Scenipro
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 2000 3000

Scenipro 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 4000 3000

For double door versions, also make sure that 
each door meets the recommended single 
door dimensions; specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. 

45 mm 
considering 
upper caps

FASTENING NET 
WITH

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

FOOTPRINT (mm)

41.50

40 41

56.6

43

38

42
35

Misaligned net



616060

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

picoscenica

Bettervue Grey fibreglass net

No bottom rail and locking profile

Handle bar stationary in any position

Guides with windproof system

Retractable guide with fluorescent insert

Out-of-square offset

Double-sided adhesive striker

Floor guide with double-sided adhesive tape

NO  
BARRIER
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VARIANTS

Installation with double-sided adhesive tape 
Wall-flush gaskets for out-of-square offsetting

Controlled lateral winding flyscreen 
with retractable guide and compact footprint

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

IMPORTANT! The height must always exceed 
the width by 10 cm.

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 3 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Offsets 
-3 mm /+ 12 mm in height and max. 7 mm in 
width. With max. striker of 15 mm in width.

For double door versions, also make sure that 
each door meets the recommended single 
door dimensions; specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. 

Picoscenica
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1380 2800

Picoscenica

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 2760 2800

Leather handle

FOOTPRINT (mm)

35 60.2

90

25.825.8

25.8

54

19

Bettervue net 

picoscenica double
Double door
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Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Vertical flyscreen  
with windproof zip for large dimensions

VARIANTS

Ultra-durable Tuffscreen net

Self-supporting

Easy installation

Welded windproof zip

Ceiling box fastening brackets

Openable box 103

anti-bending springs

Motor
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Winch 

Windproof zip Welded windproof zip
and PVC insert anti-bending springs

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Specify motor side or winch side. 
In information is not provided, the installation 
side of the winch or motor will be the right 
hand side

In case of motorised version specify 
the type of motor.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Over® V 83

winch

L/min H/min L/max H/max

600 700 2800 2400

Over® V 83

motor

L/min H/min L/max H/max

670 700 2800 2400

Over® V 103

winch

L/min H/min L/max H/max

600 700 4500 3000

Over® V 103

motor

L/min H/min L/max H/max

820 700 4500 3000

Mechanical motor

Radio-controlled motor

5-channel radio-control

16-channel radio-control

Cristal PVC Tuffscreen
Fabrinet

Darkening Filtering

Darkening

Cristal Filtering

Fabrinet

FOOTPRINT (mm)

83

53

42

28

41

103

112
90

165*

138 mm 
considering 
a 83-size box



656464

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested. 

Raffaello Copper-redRal

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Wood

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

WHEN ORDERING

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

 Not in stock

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Lateral flyscreen 
with windproof zip for large dimensions

VARIANTS

Double opening

Drive-over lower guide

Ultra-strong Strong Net

Windproof zip

Large openings

Drive-over lower guide

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Oltre® L
L/min H/min L/max H/max

600 800 4500 3000

Oltre® L

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

1200 800 9000 3000

Windproof zip

Angular opening

For the corner opening specify the internal 
view according to the following A/B diagram

In the corner-opening version, please refer 
to the recommended measurements for 
the Oltre® L for each door.
For double door versions, also make sure that 
each door meets the recommended single 
door dimensions; specify off-centre opening 
and box position when ordering, if desired. 
Unless otherwise specified, the flyscreen will be 
manufactured with the box on the left (inside 
view).

Ultra-strong Strong Net
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FOOTPRINT (mm)

48

80 60

38

18

48

100

38

63 x 12.5

Oltre® L double
Double door

Oltre® L angolo
Double corner door
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recessed kit
recessed kits and solutions

apus
vertical and lateral spring-loaded flyscreens 
with brush and recessed kit 

lince
vertical and lateral spring-loaded flyscreen with 
windproof buttons and recessed kit

auriga
vertical and lateral spring-loaded flyscreen with 
recessed brush 

moon
vertical spring-loaded flyscreen 
with recessed windproof buttons

perseo
vertical chain flyscreen 
with recessed windproof buttons

aquila
Lateral spring-loaded flyscreen 
with recessed windproof buttons

recessed Mega® 
recessed systems for Mega®

recessed scenipro
recessed systems for scenipro

recessed plissè
recessed systems for plissè

recessed Colomba
recessed systems for Colomba



6968
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The main feature that differentiates them 
from other products is both practical and 
aesthetic. The flyscreen profiles are recessed 
within the walls that form the perimeter of 
the opening and this is why they are also 
called retractable flyscreens. In this manner, 
the profiles are concealed and there is 
perfect integration with roller shutters and 
blinds.

Below is a list of available recessed profiles.

recessed systems

  Colomba Adapter - Sincropliss
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White 9010Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

White 9010

Ivory 1013

Brown 8017
matt

Specific recessed kit for Scenipro model Adapter guide for Colomba - Sincropliss profiles for use 
alone or in combination with other recessed kits.

Recessed Scenipro 50

Colours 
available
in stock

Colours 
available
in stock

44

3538

50

   Duo    Recessed kit 51

One-piece flyscreen and roller shutter kit with 
magnet and/or brush inserts supplied with accessories

Recessed kit with magnet inserts and/or 
brush with accessories

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

White 9010

Ivory 1013

Brown 8017
mattColours 

available
in stock

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

White 9010

Ivory 1013

Brown 8017
matt

Colours 
available
in stock

45

90 51.6

45

40.540.5

Footprint 
(mm)

Footprint 
(mm)

Footprint 
(mm)

Footprint 
(mm)



717070

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

Product Type Box Orientations

Apus A Duo brush 45 V - L - Double

Apus A Ghost brush 45 V - L - Double

Apus A 51 brush 45 V - L - Double

Lince A Duo Buttons 45 V - L - Double

Lince A Ghost Buttons 45 V - L - Double

Lince A 51 Buttons 45 V - L - Double

Product recessed type Box Types

Auriga brush retractable box 45 V - L - Double

Moon Buttons retractable box 45 - 50 V

Perseo Buttons retractable box 50 V catena

Aquila Buttons retractable box 45 - 50 L - Double

Only flyscreens set-up for the recessed kit, supplied without kit (if known, please specify which recessed kit you wish 
to set-up or if guides are already in use) 

Please refer to the product datasheets on the following pages for details and optional accessories as well as other flyscreen 
models that are compatible with recessed installation.

Flyscreens with retractable box

The flyscreen and guides  
can be ordered separately

Full
Flyscreen with recessed kit
The flyscreen model will be supplied with the chosen kit 
plus accessories (if applicable). 

A (flyscreen only)
The chosen flyscreen model will be supplied ready for 
recessed mounting, but without a recessed kit. In the case 
of version A, it is advisable to specify which recessed kit 
set-up is preferred or whether guides are already in use.

B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen kit with recessed set-up plus accessories (if 
applicable) will be supplied. If known, you should specify for 
which model of flyscreen you wish to set up the recessed 
system.

A BFull
Flyscreen 

complete with kit

Product Type recessed kit Box Orientations

Apus Full Duo brush Duo 45 V - L - Double

Apus Full Ghost brush Ghost 45 V - L - Double

Apus Full 51 brush 51 45 V - L - Double

Lince Full Duo Buttons Duo 45 V - L - Double

Lince Full Ghost Buttons Ghost 45 V - L - Double

Lince Full 51 Buttons 51 45 V - L - Double

Flyscreens with recessed kit of your choice

Product recessed kit

Apus B Duo Duo

Apus B Ghost Ghost

Apus B 51 51

Lince B Duo Duo

Lince B Ghost Ghost

Lince B 51 51

Recessed kit only (specify, if known, for which flyscreen model you wish the set-up of the recessed system

   Ghost 

Recessed kit with spacer suitable for windows fitted 
with shutters

   Carter

Closing profile for use when the flyscreen installation is not 
to be completed

120

45

41

48

21

Footprint 
(mm)

Footprint 
(mm)
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737272

WHEN ORDERING

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

apus
Spring-loaded flyscreen with brush
and set-up recessed kit 
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VARIANTS

Fast
Ratchet opening for vertical system

Apus V Press UP
Pressure-assisted opening for vertical system

Grey glass fibre net

retractable box 

Guides with brush

Aluminium crankcase

Slow System

Dimensions must be provided in mm, specifying base 
by height and type of measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: The flyscreen will be 
delivered with the same dimensions as ordered ( 
maximumfootprint ).

 APUS DUO SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will 
be supplied with increased dimensions in width + 82 
mm (41x2) and height equal to the span measurement.

 APUS GHOST SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be supplied with increased dimensions in width + 
82 mm (41x2) and height + 41 mm.

APUS 51SPAN MEASUREMENT : the flyscreen will be 
supplied with increased dimensions in width + 82 mm 
(41x2) and height + 41 mm.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Apus
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2500

Lapus
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1400 2600

Lapus 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 2800 2600

For double door versions, make 
sure that each door complies 
with the recommended single 
door dimensions. Specify off-
centre opening when ordering, 
if desired. Unless otherwise 
specified, the flyscreen will be 
manufactured with the box on 
the left (inside view).

Specify box position when ordering      

LEFT: box on the left (inside view)

RIGHT: box on the right (inside view)

Set-up for recessed system

Flyscreen with Duo recessed kit

Ghost flyscreen with recessed kit

Flyscreen with recessed kit 51

The flyscreen and guides can 
be ordered separately

Apus Full
with recessed kit
The flyscreen model Apus 
(Apus, Lapus or Lapus 
Double) will be supplied with 
the chosen kit with set-up 
for recessed system and 
accessories (if applicable). 
E.g. to order a Lapus flyscreen 
with Duo recessed kit, write Lapus 
Full Duo + specify the type of 
recessed guides are in use.
.

Apus A (flyscreen only)
The flyscreen model Apus 
(Apus, Lapus or Lapus 
Double) set-up for recessed 
installation will be supplied 
without a recessed kit. 
E.g. to order only the Apus 
flyscreen write Apus-A Duo.

Apus B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen kit with 
recessed set-up plus 
accessories (if applicable) for 
the chosen Apus model (V, L 
or Double) will be supplied. 
E.g. to order only the Duo 
recessed kit set-up for Apus, write 
Apus-B Duo.

Lapus 

Lapus Double 

FASTENING NET 
WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

For the stock colours of the recessed profiles please refer to the dedicated pages.
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WHEN ORDERING

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

lince
Spring-loaded flyscreen with windproof buttons 
and set-up recessed kit 

Welded and riveted grey glass fibre net

retractable box 

Windproof buttons at net edge

WINDPROOF BUTTONS
ON NET EDGE
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VARIANTS

Fast
Ratchet opening for vertical system

Aluminium crankcase

FASTENING
NET WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

Slow System

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Lince V
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2500

Lince L
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1400 2600

Lince L 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 2800 2600

For double door versions, make 
sure that each door complies 
with the recommended single 
door dimensions. Specify off-
centre opening when ordering, 
if desired. Unless otherwise 
specified, the flyscreen will be 
manufactured with the box on 
the left (inside view).

Dimensions must be provided in mm, specifying base 
by height and type of measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: The flyscreen will 
be delivered with the same dimensions as ordered 
(maximum footprint).

LINCE DUO SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will 
be supplied with increased width measurements + 82 
mm (41x2) and height equal to the span measurement.

LINCE GHOST SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will 
be supplied with increased width measurements + 82 
mm (41x2) and height + 41 mm.

SPAN MEASUREMENT LINCE 51: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with increased dimensions in width + 82 mm 
(41x2) and height + 41 mm.

Set-up for recessed system

Flyscreen with Duo recessed kit

Ghost flyscreen with recessed kit

Flyscreen with recessed kit 51

The flyscreen and guides can 
be ordered separately

Lince Full
with recessed kit
It will be supplied with the 
chosen Lince model (V, L 
or Double) with the chosen 
kit set-up for recessed 
installation plus accessories 
(if applicable). E.g. to order 
a Lince lateral flyscreen with Duo 
recessed kit, write Lince L Full 
Duo.

Lince A (flyscreen only)
Only the Lince (V, L or Double) 
flyscreen model chosen 
will be supplied without 
a recessed kit. E.g. to order only 
a vertical Lince flyscreen write 
Lince V-A + specify the type of 
recessed guides in use.
.

Lince B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen recessed kit 
plus accessories (if any) for 
the chosen Lince model (V, L 
or Double) will be supplied. 
E.g. to order only the Duo 
recessed kit set-up for vertical 
Lince, write Lince V-B Duo.

Lince L 

Lince L Double 

For the stock colours of the recessed profiles please refer to the dedicated pages.
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WHEN ORDERING

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

auriga
Vertical spring-loaded flyscreen 
with brush

Grey glass fibre net 

Guide with brush

retractable box

Windproof brush

Positioning template

Rods and accessories
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Slow System

Power lift kit

lauriga / lauriga double  
Lateral recessed mounting flyscreen
with spring and brush

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with larger dimensions:
Auriga: width + 70 (35X2) mm / 
height + 47 mm
Lauriga: width + 82 mm / height + 35 mm
Lauriga Double: width + 94 mm /
height + 35 mm

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Auriga
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1800 2400

Lauriga
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1500 2600

Lauriga 

Double

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 3000 2600

For double door versions, make sure that each 
door complies with the recommended single 
door dimensions. Specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. Unless otherwise 
specified, the flyscreen will be manufactured 
with the box on the left (inside view).

FASTENING NET 
WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

FOOTPRINT (mm)

Power lift kit 
with brush insert

45

47

40

9 35

45

22

22

35

45
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WHEN ORDERING

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

moon
Recessed flyscreen with 
vertical spring-loaded winding mechanism

VARIANTS

Moon Fast
Ratchet opening for vertical system

WINDPROOF BUTTONS
ON NET EDGE
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Slow System

Welded and riveted grey glass fibre net

retractable box 

Windproof buttons at net edge

perseo
Recessed flyscreen 
with vertical chain winding

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with increased measurements:
Moon 45: width +70 (35x2) mm, 
height + 45 mm
Moon 50: width + 70 (35x2) mm, 
height + 50 mm
Perseo 50: width + 70 (35x2) mm, 
height + 50 mm

When calculating the measurements shown in 
the table, the thickness in mm of the fastening 
brackets is not taken into account.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Moon
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1600 2400

Perseo
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1400 2600

FASTENING NET 
WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

FOOTPRINT (mm)

50

45
45

44

40

28

90

35.2

5012 x 44  
handle 
Perseo
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WHEN ORDERING

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

aquila
Lateral recessed mounting flyscreen
with spring and buttons

WINDPROOF BUTTONS
ON NET EDGE
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Slow System

Welded and riveted grey glass fibre net

retractable box 

Windproof buttons at net edge

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with increased measurements:
Aquila 45: width + 80 mm / 
height + 35 mm
Aquila 50: width + 85 mm / 
height + 35 mm.
Aquila Double 45: width + 90 mm / 
height + 35 mm 
Aquila Double 50: width + 100 mm / 
height + 35 mm

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Aquila
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1500 2500

Aquila Double
L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 3000 2500

For double door versions, make sure that each 
door complies with the recommended single 
door dimensions. Specify off-centre opening 
when ordering, if desired. Unless otherwise 
specified, the flyscreen will be manufactured 
with the box on the left (inside view).

FASTENING NET 
WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM

FOOTPRINT (mm)

aquila double
double door

+ 13 mm taking into 
account the size of the 
external handle

95

50

45

44

12

35.2

50

16

21

32.5

50

45

44
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WHEN ORDERING

Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Fabrinet

Lookout net

Two-tone net Bettervue net 

Fibreglass net

Sunox antibacterial net Darkening

Tuffscreen net

Optional on request

Anti-pollen net Filtering

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

Lateral-sliding windproof flyscreen with retractable guide 
and recessed kit available in various versions

The flyscreen and guides can 
be ordered separately

Mega® complete 
with recessed kits
The flyscreen will be 
supplied with the chosen 
kit with set-up for recessed 
installation plus accessories 
(if applicable). E.g. to order 
a Mega® flyscreen with Duo 
recessed, write Mega® Full Duo.

Mega® A (flyscreen only)
Only the flyscreen set-up for 
recessed installation will be 
supplied, without a recessed 
kit. E.g. to order only the Mega® 
flyscreen for recessed mounting 
write Mega® A + specify the type 
of recessed guides in use.

Mega® B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen kit with 
recessed set-up plus 
accessories (if applicable) 
will be supplied. 
E.g. to order only the Duo 
recessed kit set-up for Mega®, 
write Mega® B - Duo.

IMPORTANT!
In the case of already installed 
recessed guides, please specify 
when ordering. Recessed kits 
with set-up for Mega® must be 
equipped with a magnet. In the 
case of Duo kits, please specify 
the box side (LEFT or RIGHT 
internal view) 

Set-up for recessed system

Flyscreen with Duo recessed kit

Flyscreen with recessed kit 51

Grey glass fibre net 

Wind brush in the tracks

Walk-on floor guide in PVC

Profiles with magnetic attachment

Handle bar stationary in any position 

No Out net windproof system

NO  
BARRIER

Leather handle

FASTENING NET 
WITH 

CO-EXTRUDED 
SYSTEM
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IMPORTANT! The height must exceed the width 
by at least 10 cm.

Mega®
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 2000 3000

Mega® Double
L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 4000 3000

White accessories
supplied as standard on aluminium colours 
White 9010.

recessed system

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm) For double door versions, make 
sure that each door complies 
with the recommended single 
door dimensions. Specify off-
centre opening when ordering, 
if desired. 

Dimensions must be provided in mm, specifying base 
by height and type of measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied in the same size as ordered 
(maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the product will be supplied 
with increased dimensions: 

Mega Duo: L+82 mm (41x2) / H equal to the span 
measurement

Mega 51 - 2 sides: L+82 mm (41x2) / H equal to span 
size 

For the stock colours of the recessed profiles please refer to the dedicated pages.

Windproof system net 
No Out

Brushed
tracks
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recessed scenipro
Lateral sliding flyscreen 
with retractable guide with recessed 
kit available in various versions

1. Scenipro Duo 

2. Scenipro Ghost

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the 
product will be delivered with the same 
dimensions as those ordered (maximum 
footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the product will 
be supplied with increased dimensions: 
Scenipro Duo: L + 82 mm (41x2) / H equal 
to the span measurement
Scenipro Ghost: L + 82 mm (41x2) / 
H + 41 mm
Scenipro 50: L + 76 mm / H + 38 mm
Scenipro 51: L + 82 mm (41x2) / H + 41 mm

IMPORTANT!
In the case of already installed recessed 
guides, please specify when ordering.

4

1
2

3

3. Scenipro 50 

4. Scenipro 51

The flyscreen and guides  
can be ordered separately

Scenipro with recessed kit
The flyscreen will be supplied with the 
chosen kit with set-up for recessed 
installation plus accessories (if applicable). 
E.g. To order a Scenipro flyscreen with Duo 
recessed kit, write Scenipro Duo.

Scenipro A (flyscreen only)
Only the flyscreen set-up for recessed 
installation will be supplied, without 
a recessed kit. E.g. to order only the Scenipro 
flyscreen for recessed installation write 
Scenipro A + specify the type of recessed guides 
in use.

Scenipro B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen kit with recessed set-up 
plus accessories (if applicable) will be 
supplied. 
E.g. To order only the Duo recessed kit set-up 
for Scenipro, write Scenipro B - Duo.

Scenipro with recessed kit

For the flyscreen characteristics, refer to 
the dedicated tab.

Pleated lateral-sliding flyscreen 
and retractable guide with recessed kit 
available in various versions

1. Plissè Ghost

2. Plissè Duo

3. Plissè 51
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recessed plissè  

1

2

3

The flyscreen and guides  
can be ordered separately

Plissè with recessed kit
The flyscreen will be supplied with the 
chosen kit with set-up for recessed 
installation plus accessories (if applicable). 
E.g. to order a Plissè flyscreen with Duo 
recessed kit, write Plissè Duo.

Plissè A (flyscreen only)
Only the flyscreen set-up for recessed 
installation will be supplied, without 
a recessed kit. E.g. to order only Plissè 
flyscreen for recessed installation write Plissè A 
+ specify the type of recessed guides in use.

Plissè B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen kit with recessed set-up 
plus accessories (if applicable) will be 
supplied. 
E.g. to order only the Duo recessed kit set-up for 
Plissè, write Plissè B - Duo.

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the 
product will be delivered with the same 
dimensions as those ordered (maximum 
footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the product will 
be supplied with increased dimensions: 
Plissè Ghost: L + 82 mm (41x2) / 
H + 41 mm
Plissè Duo:  L + 82 mm (41x2) / H equal to 
the span measurement
Plissè 51:  L + 82 mm (41x2) / H + 60 mm

IMPORTANT!
In the case of already installed recessed 
guides, please specify when ordering. 

Plissè with recessed kit

For the flyscreen characteristics, 
refer to the dedicated tab.
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recessed Colomba
Friction-control and space-saving pleated flyscreen 
with recessed kit available in various versions

1. Colomba with adapter

2. Colomba Duo with adapter

4. Colomba 51 with adapter 

The flyscreen and guides  
can be ordered separately

Colomba with recessed kit
The flyscreen will be supplied with the 
chosen kit with set-up for recessed 
installation plus accessories (if applicable). 
E.g. to order Colomba flyscreen with Duo 
recessed kit, write Colomba Duo.

Colomba A (flyscreen only)
Only the flyscreen set-up for recessed 
installation will be supplied, without 
a recessed kit. E.g. to order only a Plissè 
flyscreen for recessed installation write 
Colomba A + specify the type of recessed guides 
in use.

Colomba B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen kit with recessed set-up 
plus accessories (if applicable) will be 
supplied. 
E.g. to order only the Duo recessed mounting 
kit set-up for Colomba, write Colomba B - Duo.

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the 
product will be delivered with the same 
dimensions as those ordered (maximum 
footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the product will 
be supplied with increased dimensions: 
Colomba with adapter: 
L + 70 mm (35x2) / H + 35 mm
Colomba Duo with adapter:  
L + 82 mm (41x2) / H equal to the span 
measurement
Ghost Colomba with adapter:  
L + 82 mm (41x2) / H + 41 mm
Colomba 51 with adapter: 
L + 82 mm (41x2) / H + 41 mm

IMPORTANT!
In the case of already installed recessed 
guides, please specify when ordering. 

3. Ghost Colomba with adapter 

Colomba with recessed kit

Compatible profiles also per model 

For the flyscreen characteristics, 
refer to the dedicated tab.

4

1 2

3

Only flyscreens set-up for the recessed kit, supplied without kit (if known, please specify which recessed kit you wish the set-up or 
if guides are already in use 

Product Flyscreen recessed kit included

Mega® complete with Duo kit Mega® Duo

Mega® complete with Kit 51 Mega® 51

Plissè complete with Ghost Kit Plissè Ghost

Plissè complete with Duo Kit Plissè Duo

...

Product Flyscreen

Mega® A Duo Mega®

Mega® A 51 Mega®

Plissè A Ghost Plissè

Plissè A Duo Plissè

...

Product recessed kit

Mega® B Duo Duo

Mega® B 51 51

Plissè B Ghost Ghost

Plissè B Duo Duo

...

Flyscreens with recessed kit of your choice

Recessed kit only (specify, if known, for which flyscreen model you wish the set-up of the recessed system

The flyscreen and guides  
can be ordered separately

Full
Flyscreen with recessed kit
The flyscreen model will be supplied with the chosen kit 
plus accessories (if applicable). 

A (flyscreen only)
The chosen flyscreen model will be supplied ready for 
recessed mounting, but without a recessed kit. In the case 
of version A, it is advisable to specify which recessed kit 
set-up is preferred or whether guides are already in use.

B (recessed kit only)
Only the chosen kit with recessed set-up plus accessories (if 
applicable) will be supplied. If known, you should specify for 
which model of flyscreen you wish to set up the recessed 
system.

A BFull
Flyscreen 

complete with kit
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sagittario
fixed panel

capricorno
hinged door

freccia/freccia slide
flyscreen with up-and-down panels 
and sliding mechanism
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Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Petscreen

Cristal Cloth

Stainless steel net Fabrinet

Aluminium net

Filtering Darkening

Fibre nets

Optional on request

WHEN ORDERING

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

sagittario
Fixed panel flyscreen

Natural aluminium net

Single profile

High wind resistance

Traverse Oblique angle

Centring Shaping

Hatch

INSTALLATION VARIANTS

• fastening with screw and hole in corners

ON REQUEST

• wall mounting
• ladybird mounting
• magnetic corner
• magnetic perimeter

For centred and hatch variants or special 
shapes, please send us a template.

Specify internal view for shaped or oblique 
corner variants.

If both sides exceed 1760 mm, only glass fibre 
net may be applied.

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

11.4

26

Sagittario
L/min H/min L/max H/max

130 130 1400 2200

13.4 mm in the version with magnetic 
perimeter

38 mm taking into account the footprint 
of the wall-mounting accessoryINTERNAL 

VIEW

3

Magnetic perimeter mounting
standing on a surface Wall mounting (inside the opening) Ladybird mounting

resting on a surface
Magnetic corner mounting

resting on a surface

Traverse Oblique angle Centring Shaping Hatch

INSTALLATION VARIANTS

INTERNAL 
VIEW

FOOTPRINT (mm)
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Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Petscreen

Cristal Cloth

Stainless steel net Fabrinet

Aluminium net

Filtering Darkening

Fibre nets

Optional on request

WHEN ORDERING

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

capricorno
Flyscreen with hinged door

Choice of traverse height

Plexiglass inserts / 
polycarbonate

Swinging pet door 

Centring

Asymmetrical Doors

Fixed transom

Door closing hinge

VARIANTS

L-frame

4-sided frame

Natural aluminium net

Z-frame

Traverse height 90 cm

Side registers

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Specify the type of opening when ordering, 
reporting the corresponding letter according 
to the diagram.

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Capricorno

1 door

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1000 2600

Capricorno 

2 doors

L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 2000 2600

47 mm taking into account the footprint of 
the hinges

For theasymmetrical door, after specifying the version, please specify the number of the door in question and the dimensions. 
E.g. Door 1 L 500 mm - Door 2 L 800 mm

For non-standard doors, it may be necessary to provide a cutting template to the company.

Transom

A I

B L

C M

D N

E O

F P

G Q

H R

1                   2

1                   2

1                   2

1                   2

1                     2                   3

1                     2                   3

1                     2                   3

1                     2                   3

1                     2                   3

1                     2                   3                      4

1                     2                   3                      4

1                     2                   3                      4

1                     2                   3                      4

a
OPENING TYPE - INTERNAL VIEW

door 1 door 2 door 1 door 2

Sloped Ribbed Double door Asymmetrical double Combinations 

Swinging pet door
Small: 240 x 290 mm
Large: 370 x 420 mm 

Saloon zip

FOOTPRINT (mm)

50.6

38

33.5

33.5
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Raffaello Copper-redRal Wood

Special nets and fabrics on requestSTANDARD FEATURES

Petscreen

Cristal Cloth

Stainless steel net Fabrinet

Aluminium net

Filtering Darkening

Fibre nets

Optional on request

WHEN ORDERING

Aluminium Colours                                                                                                      

Minimum dimensions may not be combined with maximum dimensions at all times. The recommended dimensions were taken with a standard net. For dimensions that 
can be created using special fabrics and nets, please consult the company. The warranty is void if applications exceeding the recommended dimensions are requested.

 Not in stock

White 9010

White 9010
matt

Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Grey 7016
anthracite

Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

White 9010
soft

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Dark bronze
Painted

Brown 
Copper-red

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit 
white

Grey mix

Green mix

Brown mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

!

arrow
Up-down fixed panel flyscreen

Lowered guide 7 mm in silver colour for Arrow 

Traverse

3-way rail (for 3 doors)

Natural aluminium net

Maximum footprint 26 mm

Recessed tray handle

2-way or 3-way compensator (for 3 doors)

VARIANTS

Arrow Slide
Lateral flyscreen with sliding fixed panels

slide arrow

Lock types Arrow Slide 4 doors

STANDARD - The doors are arranged in a chequered 
pattern and close overlapping.

ON REQUEST - The two central doors close frontally 
with a magnet.

A

Lowered guide

B

A

B

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

16

28

12

30.6

Arrow
L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 1400 1600

Arrow Slide
L/min H/min L/max H/max

800 500 2500 2500

*40 mm considering a 3-way rail version

Dimensions must be provided in mm, 
specifying base by height and type of 
measurement supplied. 

COMPLETED MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen 
will be delivered with the same dimensions as 
those ordered (maximum footprint).

SPAN MEASUREMENT: the flyscreen will be 
supplied with 2 mm less on the base and 
height than the opening dimensions.

Arrow Slide 

with traverse

L/min H/min L/max H/max

400 500 2600 2500

Sliding fixed panel flyscreen

FOOTPRINT (mm)

26*
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a smart home and home automation

motorised flyscreens

taking measurements

glossary of accessories and options

showcase tools

nets and sheets

aluminium colour palette

fastening profiles and tubulars
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motorised flyscreens

Radio tube motor
Electronic limitation integrated control unit
and integrated lithium battery
Ø 16 mm

nm 0.3

rpm 50

Power (W) 8 

Number of revolutions before stop 30

l 371 mm

An effective insect barrier without having 
to move a finger, to facilitate operations 
especially for those who may struggle with 
small everyday tasks, such as opening and 
closing a flyscreen.

Motorised flyscreens are identical to 
traditional flyscreens in their function as 
they protect against insects and in their 
appearance as from the frame to the nets, 
the basic elements are identical, including 
the ability to fit non-invasively into the 
window and its frame. 

The motor makes the opening and closing functions automatic and it is designed 
with special devices that regulate the screen movement in the presence of obstacles 
and make them safe even when children or pets are present.

domus hub 
Domus Hub creates a connection via the home WiFi 
router and allows the user to control the motorised 
window accessories through a special smartphone app. 

It also interacts with Amazon’s Alexa and Google’s 
Assistant and allows the connection with other iOT 
products.

The RS485 interface offers an additional integration 
option for automation systems offered by third-party.

Features
WiFi 2.4GHz iOS compatible

Max. 30 motors Android compatible

Max. 20 timers Two-way radio control

Max 20 scenes Unidirectional radio control

Max 20 rooms USB cable included

Dimensions  177 x 125 x 30 mm approx.

*Connector --- Motor That Talks Back

remote 
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aries moto
Vertical flyscreen with motorised brush

Motorised flyscreen with verticalwinding and 
windproof zip for large dimensions

auriga moto
Motorised vertical flyscreen
with set-up for recessed installation

scenipro moto
Lateral winding flyscreen
with motorised retractable guide

Contact the company for available automation 
systems

STANDARD FEATURES

Grey glass fibre net 

Lateral guide with windproof brush

Net fastening with co-extruded system

Right hand side radio tube motor

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Aries Moto
L/min H/min L/max H/max

440 500 1600 2400

STANDARD FEATURES

High-strength Tuffscreen net

Lateral guide with zip system

Radio tube motor

Motor with mechanical limit switch

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Over® V 83

motor

L/min H/min L/max H/max

670 700 2800 2400

Over® V 103

motor

L/min H/min L/max H/max

820 700 4500 3000

STANDARD FEATURES

Grey glass fibre net

Barrier-free retractable guide

Fluorescent track

Openable box

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Scenipro Moto
L/min H/min L/max H/max

600 800 2000 3000

STANDARD FEATURES

Grey glass fibre net 

Lateral guide with windproof brush

Radio tube motor

retractable box

RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS (in mm)

Auriga Moto
L/min H/min L/max H/max

450 500 1800 2400
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glossary of accessories and options

Taking measurements is a very simple but 
fundamental operation. A correct measurement 
makes it possible to optimise the production and 
installation of the flyscreen as well as to detect any 
out-of-square situations and thus choose the most 
suitable model for the opening.

The completed measurement represents the 
precise dimensions the manufactured item 
will have. 

The span measurement is the accurate 
measurement of the window/door opening 
and to calculate it, it is necessary to measure 
the following:

• the span height of the flyscreen, meaning 
the distance between the lower and upper 
wall, both on the right and on the left side.

• the width of the flyscreen, that is the 
distance between the right and left wall, 
both top and bottom

Take the measurements in several points.  
If there are any differences write down the lowest.

taking measurements

Controlled opening
The handle bar stops in any position, allowing the opening to 
be controlled as needed, providing maximum freedom in the 
use of the flyscreen.

Carter
Closing profile for use when the installation of the flyscreen or 
part of the fitting is not to be completed.

Spring/chain control
The chain is used for opening and closing, while the spring 
is used to keep the net always in tension to prevent it from 
slipping out of the lateral guides.

Positioning template
A template used as a guide for drilling and fastening 
of the profiles in the brush versions.

Retractable guide
A low track guide which, when the flyscreen is opened, flows 
into the profiles, leaving the passageway free. 

One-piece guide
A single guide with two seats or functions.

Telescopic guide
A guide to compensate for any out-of-square situation 
in the opening. 

Fast System
Ratchet opening and closing system that allows coupling 
and uncoupling via a push-button handle.

Slow System
The Slow System slows down the winding of the net in the 

box, eliminating annoying noise and making the movement 

safer and smoother without the need to fully control the drive. 

Windproof brush
Inserted in the guides, it provides better stability and 

improves grip in the closed position. 

Adjustable feet
Ideal to compensate for any out-of-square situation in height 

and to facilitate hooking and unhooking of the flyscreen. 

Press up
Flyscreen opening and closing system that allows easy 
activation by exerting a slight pressure on the handle bar.

display and promotional tools

tower 
A compact display case with pre-selected product 
samples housed in an elegantly shaped and 
minimalistic aluminium frame. The wheels at the base 
facilitate positioning in small spaces in the showcase 
area, moving and viewing the products on display.

Dimensions 
620 x 2100 x 620 cm

Products
• Mega® with standard grey fibre net
• Aries with caps, adjustable feet and Slow system 
• Caries with standard black fibre net
• Laries with power lift kit, Slow system 

and Sunox net
• Tara Press Up with Bettervue net 
• Leo with standard grey fibre net
• Idra with Look Out net
• Coloma L with grey pleated net 
• Colomba V with pleated darkening drape
• Capricorno with aluminium net and 

polycarbonate insert

only 
Compact sample allowing the display of 1 product of 
your choice housed in a standard aluminium frame.
Dimensions: 430 x 575 x100 mm 
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IMPORTANT!

Special drapes and nets are compatible with certain models, please contact the company for more information.
The darkening and filter drapes are for indoor use.

Fibreglass net

Two-tone fibreglass net

Sunox nets 
antibacterial

Bettervue net
high visibility

Lookout fibreglass net

Fibreglass nets

Petscreen Anti-pollen net

Filtering drape Darkening drape Telo drape

Drapes and fabrics

Natural aluminium net Aluminium net 
burnished

Stainless steel net

Istituto Giordano is a leading 
technical agency in Product 
Testing, Certification, 
Research and Design.

Wire nets

Fabrinet - PVC coated 
polyester net

High-strength 
Tuffscreen net

Pleated nets

WHITE IVORY BROWNGREEN HAZELNUT

STANDARD BLACK

15 mm fold
20 mm fold

GRAY
15 mm fold
20 mm fold

DARKENING DRAPES
15 mm fold

FILTERING DRAPES
15 mm fold

WHITE IVORYGRAY

WHITEGRAY

BROWN

GREY 
STONE

BROWN

Some particular fabrics and nets may have longer delivery times

Sturdy Net for Oltre® L
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Ral

Dark brown 
Painted

Green 6005 mattGrey 7001

Painted silver 
9006

Grey 7016 
anthracite 

Black 9005 matt

Iron grey 
metallised

Raffaello

Grey mix

Copper brown

Copper-red

Brown mix Green mix Dark bronze 
Painted

Painted bronze

The company can supply a quote for additional colours
The best selection of colours in our colour chart is shown. The colours represented may be subject to changes due to production batches and 
typographic fidelity. 

Walnut 360-70R Walnut 102-70R Medium natural 
walnut 

Dark natural walnut

Wood Effect

Rough cherry

Renolit white

Natural cherry Renolit darkRenolit light Chestnut 378-70R Striped Douglas

White 9010 soft

White 9010 matt
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Ivory 1013

Silver painted 9006

Dark brown

Grey 7001

Brown 8017 matt

Green 6005 matt

Black 9005 matt

Brown mix

Grey mix

Green mix

Iron metal grey.

Rough cherry

Walnut 102 - 70R

Walnut 360 - 70R

Renolit light

Renolit dark

Striped Douglas

Natural cherry

Dark natural walnut

Chestnut 378 - 70R

Medium natural walnut

Renolit white

Painted bronze

S
ag

it
ta
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o

Copper brown

White 9010

* top cover only. 

For models not mentioned in the table, accessories are only available in standard colour e.g. black. 
Unless specified in the order, the standard accessories will be black.

Black

White

Ivory

Brown 8017

Green

Grey
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Plastic elements

Black White Ivory

Bronze Brown Grey

Anthracite grey 7016

White 9010 matt

Dark bronze painted

White 9010 soft
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fastening profiles and tubulars

front fastening
Profile for front fastening of the insect screen

Please specify type when ordering.

A

Front Fastening 40 x 43 mm Front Fastening 27 x 45 mm

B C D E F

White 9010 Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Available colours
in stock

For other sizes or colours please contact the company

40 x 20 mm

tubular
Profiles for shimming flyscreens 
or creating the sidewall, if missing.

60 x 20 mm

Available colours
in stock

White 9010 Ivory 1013 Brown 8017
matt

Grey 7001 Silver 9006
Painted

Bronze 
Painted

Dark brown
Painted

Black 9005
matt

Green 6005
matt

Walnut 
360-70R

Walnut
102-70R

Medium 
walnut natural

Dark walnut
natural

Cherry red 
rough

Cherry red 
natural

Renolit 
clear

Renolit 
dark

Chestnut 
378-70R

Striped 
Douglas

Renolit white

Grey mix

Green mix

Metallised 
iron grey 

Brown mix

Brown 
Copper-red



GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. Premises and Scope
1.1 These General Terms and Conditions of Sale (GTCS) apply to all purchase orders of flyscreens and/or other custom-made items and/or products 
marketed according to the instructions provided by the Customer, sent in compliance with what is specified in point 3. below, and form an integral and 
substantial part of the contracts entered into between the Customer and EFFEZETA SYSTEM SRL.
1.2 In the event of a conflict between these General Terms and Conditions and the terms and conditions agreed in writing for the individual sale and set 
out in the confirmation email sent by EFFEZETA SYSTEMS SRL, the latter shall prevail.
1.3 For the purpose of these General Terms and Conditions, the term "Customer" shall mean the person, identified by the data entered upon acceptance 
of these General Terms and Conditions, who requests, orders and purchases the product subject matter of the contract.
1.4 For any clarifications regarding these GTCS, the characteristics of the products, specific conditions and anything else, the Customer is invited to 
contact EFFEZETA SYSTEM SRL directly as detailed below.
1.5 The version of these GTCS currently in force is always available at www.effezetasystem.com.

2. Prices and terms of payment
2.1 The Prices of the Products are those in the price list valid at the time of delivery and are exclusive of VAT, and shipped ex works. Taxes, duties, shipping, 
insurance, installation, end-user training, after-sales service, etc. are not included in the prices, unless expressly quoted separately.
2.2 Payment shall be made on the terms and in the manner set out in the invoice. Direct remittances must be made by bank transfer, bank draft or cash. 
The goods remain the exclusive property of the Company until full and final payment has been made. Payment may not be suspended or delayed for 
any reason whatsoever. In the event that the Buyer fails to pay according to the terms and in the manner stated on the invoice, in addition to the bank 
charges, the outstanding handling fee of EUR 15.00 and interest on arrears shall be charged, in addition to the applicable interest rate in force. During 
the transaction period from non-payment to invoice settlement, the Company shall suspend and/or cancel any orders and/or deliveries in progress and 
block the Buyer from placing new orders. Once the balance has been paid and following the above, the Company may, at its own discretion, request 
advances on payments or a security deposit. If the Buyer's business is takes place in a manner that is not in compliance with the ordinary course of 
business, by which is meant, without limitation, the issuance of seizure orders or liens, or when insolvency proceedings have occurred or are pending, 
the Company shall have the right to request any pending payment immediately due and payable. The purchaser has no right to set-off, retain or reduce 
the amounts due unless its claim to do so has been permanently upheld in court.

3. Orders and quotes
3.1 Orders must be placed in writing, by fax or e-mail, using the order form available in the Download section of our website. For telephone orders, 
the Company is not liable for any errors. Orders must detail the order number, an exact list of the goods ordered with possible reference to their product 
code, their quantity, measurements, unit and total price,  destination address and any further instructions for delivery. In the case of measurements 
received without specification as to whether they are completed measurements or span measurements, the Company will automatically consider 
them as  completed measurements, unless otherwise specified in the price list. The information detailed in our catalogues or advertising brochures, 
such as technical characteristics of products or components, dimensions, assembly diagrams, colours, etc., is purely indicative, due to the technical 
specifications and technological evolution of the company's products. Binding data may be provided from time to time and upon specific request of 
the same. In order to improve the quality of the product, the Company reserves the right to modify it without prior notice and even after acceptance of 
the order.
3.2 If the order is preceded by a quote by the Seller, the quote shall be valid for a maximum duration of 30 days, unless otherwise stated. The contract 
of sale shall in any case be deemed entered into upon confirmation of the order by the Seller. The Purchaser must check that the master data is correct 
and, if there is an error, report it promptly. Otherwise, the Seller shall not be jointly and severally liable as provided in Art. 41 Presidential Decree 26/10/72, 
No. 633.
3.3 The Company reserves the right to accept order modifications or cancellations depending on the progress of the order. Any changes must be 
notified promptly within the day of the order and no later than 24 hours after the order is placed. If no notification is received within 24 hours, the order 
will be considered confirmed and processed. Therefore, the company will not be able to accept claims regarding products that do not comply with the 
requirements and will be held harmless of any liability. In any case, changes to or cancellation of the order not notified in writing shall not be accepted.

4. Methods of delivery/shipping
4.1 The Company shall deliver the products to its customers, using a carrier it trusts, or directly if the place of delivery falls within the areas covered by 
the Company's delivery service.
4.2 EFFEZETA SYSTEM shall not be liable for non-delivery or delayed delivery if this is due to force majeure such as - purely by way of example - strikes, 
public authority measures, rationing or shortages of energy or raw materials, transport difficulties, fires or floods.
4.3 In the cases provided for in the preceding paragraph, the customer shall not be entitled to any compensation, indemnity or discount for any reason 
whatsoever.

5. Acceptance and/or return of products
5.1 All products shall be deemed accepted at the time of delivery, subject to the purchaser's right to report defects or non-conformities in the product. 
This shall be reported IN WRITING and with specific reasons included or the claim shall be void. If delivery is by carrier, check the quantity and packaging 
of the products and note any differences in the transport document, accepting with reservation. The so-called 'ad nutum' withdrawal is forbidden. Upon 
prompt notification of the defect or non-conformity, the Company shall, in consultation with the customer, replace the defective products or refund 
the price. The disputed goods shall be delivered to the Company no later than 7 days from the date of receipt of the claim report for the necessary 
verifications. The Company is entitled to test the products upon their return and to charge the customer for any costs incurred in the event of an 
unfounded claim.

6. Warranty
6.1 The seller warrants that the products are free from defects and in compliance with the technical manufacturing specifications. The warranty is for 
free replacement and/or repair of parts with manufacturing defects. Not covered by the warranty: replacement of drapes worn out by the weather 
or damaged by third parties. The warranty is excluded for: damage during transport, poor storage, tampering, faulty assembly, inexperience of use, 
exceeding the performance limits, as well as for all other causes that are not the direct fault of the Seller and if the consequences result from incorrect 
or incomplete information provided in the order. The warranty is voided automatically when, without the seller's authorisation, replacements, repairs 
or modifications of any kind are made. In such a case, the Seller shall be held harmless from any civil and criminal liability, and the warranty shall be 
voided. The statutory warranty periods are peremptory and apply even if the material is not used. Material that is deemed to be defective shall be sent, 
with prior notice to the Company, carriage paid. The Company shall issue a return authorisation and the replaced material shall remain the property of 
the Company.

7. Compensation for damages
7.1 For production errors of the goods, defects of the same, as well as their malfunctioning in relation to the agreed purpose of use, for which, in any case, 
the liability of the Company shall be ascertained, the reproduction and return of the same goods identical in quantity and quality (kind and type), free of 
any defects and fully functional, shall be recognised exclusively. Therefore, all other costs incurred, such as, for example, dismantling, reassembly, man-
hours, travel time, transport charges, etc., as well as any other direct or indirect compensation are excluded.

8. Intellectual and Industrial Property
8.1 The Company reserves all rights to all content (texts, images, etc.) appearing in its printed material and on the website. Such content may only be 
used by third parties with prior written consent. The customer acknowledges the validity of any exclusive rights arising from the Company's intellectual 
and industrial property rights. 
For any disputes that may arise the jurisdiction is hereby waived in favour of the Court of Santa Maria Capua Vetere.
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